THE

Counter-Violence
& Advocacy Training
✴

creates more welcoming,
inclusive, and safer spaces for
everyone

✴

galvanizes teams against exclusion
and counterproductive conflict

✴

increases individual, community,
and organizational safety,
comfort, and accountability

✴

empowers communities against
violence, person by person

Explore your options with us.
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Course Companion

“Are you okay?”
“Is he harassing
you?”
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“Is there someone I
can call?”
“Do you want to sit
with us?”

“What can I do to help?”
If you’re not the person being targeted, ask
first. Get consent and follow their lead.
You have implied consent to intervene if
a victim is unable to give consent and
appears at risk of assault.
Intervention could be as simple as
offering a safer seat on transit or just
letting someone know you are willing to be
a witness to their experience.
Pay attention to changing needs and be
willing to back down if that is what the
targeted individual wants.
Intervention is about empowerment, not
taking away control.
You do not necessarily need consent if
DISTRACTION, DISRUPTION, or OBSTRUCTION
is your method of intervention.
Consent is unnecessary when
discussing harmful attitudes and
behaviours within your own group.
Consider the effects of alcohol, drugs,
strongly held personal biases, and other
impairments to judgment when choosing
your method of intervention.

IS FOR THE
BEHAVIOUR
WE FOCUS ON
Focusing on the behaviour and its
impact, rather than on the person and
their intent, has a greater likelihood of
stopping harmful behaviour.
Do not use personal attacks, insults,
threats, or obscenities.
You are not there to “fix” anybody nor
are you there to label them or to “win” —
the likelihood of any sort of meaningful
change coming from a single interaction
is very low.

IS FOR
CALLING IT
B Y N AM E

IS FOR DEMANDING THAT IT STOP
This is no time to debate, argue, go
personal, delve into history, or otherwise
be distracted from your goal of enhanced
safety and access.
“______ is harassment. Stop it.”
Attempts to derail you can be met with
stating and restating relevant boundaries,
naming the behaviour, and demanding
that it stop.
If the behaviour stops, disengage.
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If appropriate, consider bringing up
relevant personal experience,
relationships, policies, and legislation in
Calling harmful behaviour by name
relation to the harmful behaviour.
allows for focus to remain on the
behaviour, its impacts, and
Involve bystanders and others with an
unacceptability.
interest in public safety by giving clear
instructions.
Naming harmful behaviour also makes it
Smart phones or other devices can
clear what is being defended and what is
record evidence for employers, the
being attacked.
media, or even the police.
“______ is harassment.”
Business managers, bus-drivers,
teachers, and so on, have a
responsibility to keep their environment
as safe and inviting as possible.
When confronting another person it is best to
Government employees likely have
adopt an assertive, non-threatening posture,
radios or telephones with which to
maintain eye-contact, and speak in a firm,
contact authorities.
steady tone.
9-1-1 is a form of intervention that
should never be taken lightly.
You are the expert when it comes to your own safety, comfort, and limitations.
Please take only the risks you feel capable of handling.
This advice on entering into conflict is intended as a Course Companion to
The Best Defence Program Counter-Violence & Advocacy Training.

